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The aim of this thesis is to survey the history of piano trio, a chamber 

ensemble, which has since its very beginnings existed in the shadow of more 

famous string quartet. No works of literature seem to pay as much attention to 

the piano trios as to the string quartets. It is also appropriate to analyse the 

origin and history of the oldest ensemble of this type in Czech, to introduce a list 

of other contemporary piano trios in our country and give some additional 

information about them such as short biographies of their members, their history 

and their concert tours.

The first part of this work deals with the origin of chamber music, its 

development and significance. We will describe a trio as a kind of chamber music 

composition which has developed from trio sonata and is one of the major types 

of baroque music. After this era of composing for various groups of three 

instruments, there comes the standardization of a classical piano trio constitution 

which has remained the same ever since. The most contributing to the process of 

its formation were the works of J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart and L. v. Beethoven. 

Romantic composers use this genre to express their innermost feelings and add 

to it an entirely new point of view. After this period we get to the 20th century, 

the time when all all kinds of arts, including chamber music, reflect the 

contemporary events. The chapter is concluded with the list of the most 

influential works of 20th century Czech composers and some up-to-date 

compositions.

The second chapter is devoted to the Czech trio ensemble. At the 

beginning, the origin, history and the famous members of the Czech trio are 

presented. After this introduction we go through the development in the era of 

the unforgettable person and legend Josef Páleníček. At the end, the reader is 

familiarized with the contemporary members of the ensemble and its activities 

which have been talked over during the interview with Dana Vlachová, one of the 

members.

The last chapter deals with todays Czech piano trios. These are: Smetana 

trio, Guarneri trio, Kubelík trio, ArteMiss trio, Moravian piano trio, Kinsky trio, 

Eben trio, Orbis trio and Art trio Prague. At each of these, there is a brief 

biography of the members, the characteristics of the trio and its concert 

activities.




